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Assistant agents in ambient environments
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Transporting the Function of Assistance from (web-based) stand-
alone applications to room-based ambient environments will entail 

new research directions in human/machine communication

Application taken from the DIVA toolkit



DIVA agents in the             project

 IRoom project
 LIMSI-CNRS,  Supélec, Digiteo

 http://iroom.supelec.fr/wiki

 Room 007 at LIMSI

 IRoom devices
 X10, IR-Receiver, Photo Text 

Viewer (html, picture in web), 
Speech (Acapela), Voice 
Recognition, Music and sound 
player, TV Control (Lowe), 
KitPhidget (Analog captor, 
Digital Input, Digital output), 
RFID Detector, Accelerometer 
Captor, Positioning system, ...

 IRoom ECAs
 DIVA: Web Page-based

 MARC: 3D realistic
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Room 007 at bat 508 of Paris XI-Orsay (LIMSI)
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The ambient persona problem

 New issues in good old screen-based interaction with ECAs
 Multi-screen issue:

―Multiple appearances of the same avatar

―Tracking displacements of the user(s)

 Full-3D deictics in the room:
―Gazing at the user(s)

―Pointing object(s)

 The persona problem
 What kind of personification for an ambient room ?

―Human-like: Gender? Role? 

―Abstract: Non human-like? None? 

 To express what?
― Assistance: oral natural language interaction (RECO-TTS)

― Presence: the ambient environment is actually perceived as a person by the user(s)
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From agent’s personality to ambient personality
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 Literature in Psychology
 Static definition of a person: Traits → Cattell’s 16 PF, Goldberg OCEAN traits, McCrae NEO PI-R facets, …

 Dynamic approach: Ekman’s Six basic emotions, OCC appraisal/coping theories for moods, …

A simple taxonomy

Expression of Emotions and Traits through 
the output modalities of an ambient

Intrinsic Interpersonal

Static TRAITS ROLES
(psychological impact)

Dynamic MOODS
(Mind-states, Emotions)

AFFECTS
(Mind-states, Emotions)



Output modalities of the IRoom
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Expression of Emotions and Traits
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Four influence operators

Personality trait:
‘lazy’ ∈ OCEAN/NEO PI-R
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Conclusion

 An open issue
 The persona problem in ambient situations is an open issue

 Do we really need to impersonate the ambient as an agent?

 Results
 Ambient environment provide a large amount of (new) output modalities

 That could be used to express emotions and traits of the agent

 Things to do
 Implementation of abstract personifications in the IRoom

 Evaluation of their perceptive effects upon subjects

 Build experiments to contrast human-like vs abstract personifications
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